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TimeLine 
Astrological Report For Anne Frank 

Jan 01, 2017 to Apr 01, 2017 
 
 
 

This report is compliments of: 
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PO Box 1014 
Hamilton Central  

Queensland Australia 4007 
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Your Chart Data 

 
Anne Frank 

Jun 12, 1929 
07:30:00 AM CET 

Frankfurt am Mai,GER 
008E40'00", 50N07'00" 

 
 

 
Report: Jan 01, 2017 to Apr 01, 2017 

Place: Big Rapids,MI EDT +04:00 
Sort: Enter 

Zodiac: Tropical 
Coordinate System: Geocentric 

Aspect set: Ptolemy 

Transit Planets: Ma Ju Sa Ur Ne Pl  
Progression 1 Method: Secondary 

Progression 1 Planets: Mo Su Me Ve Ma  
Eclipse Aspect Set: Ptolemy 

 
 

 
Planet Sign Position House  House Cusps 

Sun Gemini 20°Ge48' 11th  01  00°Le06' 

Moon Leo 26°Le00' 02nd  02  16°Le58' 

Mercury Gemini 16°Ge34' 

R 

11th  03  08°Vi04' 

Venus Taurus 06°Ta25' 10th  04  06°Li49' 

Mars Leo 16°Le58' 01st  05  15°Sc40' 

Jupiter Taurus 29°Ta57' 11th  06  27°Sg19' 

Saturn Sagittarius 27°Sg43' 

R 

06th  07  00°Aq06' 

Uranus Aries 10°Ar54' 10th  08  16°Aq58' 

Neptune Leo 28°Le53' 02nd  09  08°Pi04' 

Pluto Cancer 17°Ca11' 12th  10  06°Ar49' 

Midheaven Aries 06°Ar49'   11  15°Ta40' 

Ascendant Leo 00°Le06'   12  27°Ge19' 
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Report Highlights  

Jan 04      Saturn Opposite Sun      Transit      (Sagittarius-Gemini  5th-11th) 

****       Leave            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: Begin Date  Leave: 01/04/17) 

This may be a difficult time period during which you may experience 
opposition and blockage from events, others and the situation in general. A 

turning-point. An opportunity to take control and become more disciplined. A 
chance to see your own problems. 

 
Jan 08      Pluto Opposite Pluto      Transit      (Capricorn-Cancer  6th-12th) 

*****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 01/08/17  Leave: 02/07/17) 
A time of extreme vulnerability during which deep and profound change and 

transformation can take place. Rebirth. 
 

Feb 10      Moon Conjunct Moon      Lunar Eclipse      (Leo-Leo  2nd-2nd) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/10/17  Exact: 02/10/17  Leave: 08/07/17) 

Your physical vitality and psychological or spiritual goals are highly 

emphasized now and could well be in a weakened condition at one level or 
another, as if a support system you have relied on has been temporarily 

shut off. It's important to shore up weak foundations. This is not a propitious 
time for establishing new life directions. 

 
Mar 13      Saturn Enter Sixth      Transit      (Sagittarius  6th ) 

*****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 03/13/17  Leave: End Date) 
A disciplined approach to work, health, and other of life's essential routines 

is especially important now. "Is it good for me?" is the question you need to 
ask yourself now - and if the answer is anything but yes, you need to make 

some changes. 
 

Mar 27      Saturn Conjunct Saturn      Transit      (Sagittarius-Sagittarius  6th-

6th) 

****       Exact            (Enter: 02/28/17  Exact: 03/27/17  Leave: End Date) 
A major life event that marks the end of a formative period and the 

beginning of more independence. You are on your own, and this marks the 
start of increased responsibility and accountability. A time for deep thought, 

review of self, a new chance. 
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January - Monthly Highlights  

Jan 04      Saturn Opposite Sun      Transit      (Sagittarius-Gemini  5th-11th) 

****       Leave            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: Begin Date  Leave: 01/04/17) 

This may be a difficult time period during which you may experience 
opposition and blockage from events, others and the situation in general. A 

turning-point. An opportunity to take control and become more disciplined. A 
chance to see your own problems. 

 
Jan 08      Pluto Opposite Pluto      Transit      (Capricorn-Cancer  6th-12th) 

*****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 01/08/17  Leave: 02/07/17) 
A time of extreme vulnerability during which deep and profound change and 

transformation can take place. Rebirth. 
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Report for January  

Jan 04      Saturn Opposite Sun      Transit      (Sagittarius-Gemini  5th-11th) 

****       Leave            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: Begin Date  Leave: 01/04/17) 

This may be a difficult time period during which you may experience 
opposition and blockage from events, others and the situation in general. A 

turning-point. An opportunity to take control and become more disciplined. A 
chance to see your own problems. 

 
Jan 07      Jupiter Trine Sun      Transit      (Libra-Gemini  4th-11th) 

****       Leave            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: Begin Date  Leave: 01/07/17) 
Everything may be pouring in at once, and it's all good news. Your career 

direction gets some encouragement, and life's problems should find easy 
solutions. You may benefit from an older person or one in authority. Life 

could assume a dreamlike stance. 
 

Jan 08      Pluto Opposite Pluto      Transit      (Capricorn-Cancer  6th-12th) 

*****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 01/08/17  Leave: 02/07/17) 
A time of extreme vulnerability during which deep and profound change and 

transformation can take place. Rebirth. 
 

Jan 10      Mars Square Mercury      Transit      (Pisces-Gemini  9th-11th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 01/08/17  Exact: 01/10/17  Leave: 01/11/17) 

Excessive emotional energy could produce flare-ups, harsh words, and 
arguments. Your mind is very sharp (on hair trigger) during this time and 

can cause as much harm as good. 
 

Jan 10      Mars Trine Pluto      Transit      (Pisces-Cancer  9th-12th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 01/09/17  Exact: 01/10/17  Leave: 01/12/17) 

A drive to probe and penetrate may find you examining and working through 
some strong internal changes. Push too hard and you could be too 

dominating, even oppressive, to yourself and others. 

 
Jan 15      Mars Square Sun      Transit      (Pisces-Gemini  9th-11th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 01/14/17  Exact: 01/15/17  Leave: 01/17/17) 
Emotions may flare up or arguments occur that work against your own best 

interests. Be prepared, and walk softly. 
 

Jan 21      Uranus Sextile Sun      Transit      (Aries-Gemini  10th-11th) 

*****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 01/21/17  Leave: 02/22/17) 

A time during which you may be able to break through and move ahead with 
your ambitions and general life's purpose. You could receive unexpected 

help from someone older or from authority figures. A man or teacher could 
appear. 
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Jan 25      Mars Square Saturn      Transit      (Pisces-Sagittarius  9th-6th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 01/23/17  Exact: 01/25/17  Leave: 01/26/17) 

Relax. This is not an easy time. Your own drive and emotions are hard set 
against the way things are, your particular set of realities. Push on now and 

you risk breaking something. Be patient, and let this one blow over. 
 

Jan 27      Mars Sextile Jupiter      Transit      (Pisces-Taurus  9th-11th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 01/26/17  Exact: 01/27/17  Leave: 01/29/17) 

A perfect time to be assertive and to move forward in your career decisions. 
You have all the drive and energy you could want, and it should be easy to 

channel it. The path is open and clear. 
 

Jan 28      Mars Enter Aries      Transit      (Aries  9th ) 

****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 01/28/17  Leave: End Date) 

Fresh challenges and initiatives light your fires now, as a new cycle begins in 

your life - lots of energy, a powerful urge to be first or come out on top. 
Away with the old and on to the new - let no one and nothing stand between 

you and your objective! Headstrong impulses and rash courage can take you 
far ... sometimes in harm's way, if you're not careful. 

 
Jan 28      Mars Trine Asc      Transit      (Aries-Leo  9th-1st) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 01/26/17  Exact: 01/28/17  Leave: 01/29/17) 
You can really communicate and convey yourself to others right now. You 

have a lot of energy and come across as assertive and dominant. 
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February - Monthly Highlights  

Feb 10      Moon Conjunct Moon      Lunar Eclipse      (Leo-Leo  2nd-2nd) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/10/17  Exact: 02/10/17  Leave: 08/07/17) 

Your physical vitality and psychological or spiritual goals are highly 
emphasized now and could well be in a weakened condition at one level or 

another, as if a support system you have relied on has been temporarily 
shut off. It's important to shore up weak foundations. This is not a propitious 

time for establishing new life directions. 
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Report for February  

Feb 06      Mars Enter Tenth      Transit      (Aries  10th ) 

****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 02/06/17  Leave: End Date) 

Challenging authority and striving for success are on your agenda now. 
Ambition is a powerful motivation and can lead you into conflict if you let it 

get out of control. Properly channeled, it results in great achievements and 
brings recognition. 

 
Feb 06      Mars Conjunct MC      Transit      (Aries-Aries  10th-10th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/04/17  Exact: 02/06/17  Leave: 02/07/17) 
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may 

appear commanding and assertive. 
 

Feb 10      Moon Conjunct Moon      Lunar Eclipse      (Leo-Leo  2nd-2nd) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/10/17  Exact: 02/10/17  Leave: 08/07/17) 

Your physical vitality and psychological or spiritual goals are highly 

emphasized now and could well be in a weakened condition at one level or 
another, as if a support system you have relied on has been temporarily 

shut off. It's important to shore up weak foundations. This is not a propitious 
time for establishing new life directions. 

 
Feb 10      Moon Sextile Sun      Lunar Eclipse      (Leo-Gemini  2nd-11th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/10/17  Exact: 02/10/17  Leave: 08/07/17) 
Getting in touch with your feelings and instincts is important now: finding a 

way to express and deal with experiences at this level is essential to your 
sense of wellbeing. Education and communication are the keys to dealing 

with these situations - learn, share, discuss! 
 

Feb 11      Mars Conjunct Uranus      Transit      (Aries-Aries  10th-10th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/10/17  Exact: 02/11/17  Leave: 02/13/17) 

You feel like being different, trying something new and unusual. A perfect 

time for new ideas, a breakthrough in thinking, a novel approach. 
 

Feb 17      Saturn Trine Moon      Transit      (Sagittarius-Leo  5th-2nd) 

****       Exact            (Enter: 02/05/17  Exact: 02/17/17  Leave: 03/05/17) 

A good time, when your efforts really pay off and things seem to run 
smoothly. Now you have an ability for sustained work that allows you to 

coordinate and organize like never before. Bring to fruition uncompleted 
tasks or character development. 

 
Feb 19      Mars Sextile Mercury      Transit      (Aries-Gemini  10th-11th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/18/17  Exact: 02/19/17  Leave: 02/20/17) 
You may be very forceful in what you say and think. With all of this 
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emotional energy, you could speak or communicate very well. You have 

mental drive. 
 

Feb 19      Mars Trine Mars      Transit      (Aries-Leo  10th-1st) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/18/17  Exact: 02/19/17  Leave: 02/21/17) 

A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something out or 
taking care of business. Very physical too. Exercise or romance is in order. 

 
Feb 20      Mars Square Pluto      Transit      (Aries-Cancer  10th-12th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/18/17  Exact: 02/20/17  Leave: 02/21/17) 
Intense emotional drama is available if that is what you need. Your emotions 

are not in tune with the more sensitive and private areas of your life. Push 
on now and you risk some very turbulent emotional scenes. 

 
Feb 25      Mars Sextile Sun      Transit      (Aries-Gemini  10th-11th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/23/17  Exact: 02/25/17  Leave: 02/26/17) 

You may be especially dynamic and assertive just now. There is a lot of 
energy and drive available. 

 
Feb 26      Sun Sextile Venus      Solar Eclipse      (Pisces-Taurus  9th-10th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 02/26/17  Exact: 02/26/17  Leave: 08/21/17) 
Important financial decisions require more information than you realize at a 

time like this. It's important to gather all the facts necessary to give you a 
realistic idea of what you're getting into. Social relationships are a special 

focus now. Travel and animated discussions play a part in this and could be 
less than satisfying in some respects. 
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March - Monthly Highlights  

Mar 13      Saturn Enter Sixth      Transit      (Sagittarius  6th ) 

*****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 03/13/17  Leave: End Date) 

A disciplined approach to work, health, and other of life's essential routines 
is especially important now. "Is it good for me?" is the question you need to 

ask yourself now - and if the answer is anything but yes, you need to make 
some changes. 

 
Mar 27      Saturn Conjunct Saturn      Transit      (Sagittarius-Sagittarius  6th-

6th) 

****       Exact            (Enter: 02/28/17  Exact: 03/27/17  Leave: End Date) 

A major life event that marks the end of a formative period and the 
beginning of more independence. You are on your own, and this marks the 

start of increased responsibility and accountability. A time for deep thought, 
review of self, a new chance. 
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Report for March  

Mar 04      Mars Trine Moon      Transit      (Aries-Leo  10th-2nd) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 03/02/17  Exact: 03/04/17  Leave: 03/05/17) 

You have a lot of energy for improving your surroundings or life situations. 
You are very motivated to improve. There could be some hard feelings, 

especially from younger persons, if you become too aggressive. 
 

Mar 06      Mars Trine Saturn      Transit      (Aries-Sagittarius  10th-6th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 03/05/17  Exact: 03/06/17  Leave: 03/08/17) 

Irresistible force meets immovable object. Proceed with caution! There is a 
lot of energy available for disciplined work, but push too hard and you may 

break something. 
 

Mar 08      Mars Trine Neptune      Transit      (Aries-Leo  10th-2nd) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 03/06/17  Exact: 03/08/17  Leave: 03/09/17) 

A strong drive to unify and simplify. You want something more imaginative 

and less mundane. A yearning for other worlds and for some more cosmic 
form of love. 

 
Mar 09      Mars Enter Taurus      Transit      (Taurus  10th ) 

****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 03/09/17  Leave: End Date) 
Making the most of what you've got, striving for security and stability: that's 

the impulse that stirs in you as a new cycle begins in your life. New 
frontiers? That's kid's stuff for you now! What you want is to build something 

that will last: a pyramid, a Great Wall - you know, that sort of thing. Steady, 
patient, solid: that's your style now. 

 
Mar 10      Mars Square Asc      Transit      (Taurus-Leo  10th-1st) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 03/08/17  Exact: 03/10/17  Leave: 03/11/17) 
You may be under a lot of pressure, at least in the way you appear to 

others. All is not in harmony between your emotions and the way you come 

across. 
 

Mar 13      Saturn Enter Sixth      Transit      (Sagittarius  6th ) 

*****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 03/13/17  Leave: End Date) 

A disciplined approach to work, health, and other of life's essential routines 
is especially important now. "Is it good for me?" is the question you need to 

ask yourself now - and if the answer is anything but yes, you need to make 
some changes. 

 
Mar 17      Jupiter Trine Sun      Transit      (Libra-Gemini  4th-11th) 

****       Exact            (Enter: 03/07/17  Exact: 03/17/17  Leave: 03/26/17) 
Everything may be pouring in at once, and it's all good news. Your career 
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direction gets some encouragement, and life's problems should find easy 

solutions. You may benefit from an older person or one in authority. Life 
could assume a dreamlike stance. 

 
Mar 18      Mars Conjunct Venus      Transit      (Taurus-Taurus  10th-10th) 

***       Exact            (Enter: 03/17/17  Exact: 03/18/17  Leave: 03/20/17) 
Your desires are strong and you will want to enjoy yourself. Spending is very 

possible. There is a basic drive to appreciate and taste life. 
 

Mar 27      Saturn Conjunct Saturn      Transit      (Sagittarius-Sagittarius  6th-

6th) 

****       Exact            (Enter: 02/28/17  Exact: 03/27/17  Leave: End Date) 
A major life event that marks the end of a formative period and the 

beginning of more independence. You are on your own, and this marks the 
start of increased responsibility and accountability. A time for deep thought, 

review of self, a new chance. 
 

Mar 31      Mars Enter Eleventh      Transit      (Taurus  11th ) 

****       Exact            (Enter: Begin Date  Exact: 03/31/17  Leave: End Date) 

Fighting for friends and ideals - maybe even struggling with them - comes 
into the picture now. You become more actively involved on a social level, 

taking a bigger part in collective events and developments. You have little 
patience for people who do not live up to their principles. 
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